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As a coach we all have our favorite activities which we feel improves our teams. Two teams in
which I had success as a coach were Indiana University and the US Soccer U17 National team. It
is with the latter that I picked up on of my favorite activity – 8v4. The head coach of the U17s was
one of my mentors Roy Rees. Roy utilized the 8v4 activity to teach the team many lessons as we
prepared for the World Championships in Italy. We won our group beating the likes of Italy,
Argentina, and China. We bowed out in the quarterfinals to Qatar. I took the activity with me back
to my alma-mater IU and saw similar positive effects for many of our championship teams.
It is my belief that making practice as game like and competitive as possible allows players to be
better prepared for actual games. A team’s performance directly correlates with the
competitiveness of certain training activities utilized in our weekly practice format. The biggest
area we strive to improve daily with our players is playing under pressure and in turn applying
pressure on our opponents. The 8v4 activities that will be discussed have helped many players
understand/implement pressure and their ability to handle pressure in many different situations.
There are many reasons why 8v4 has become such a useful tool for my teams. First, due to the
numbers being utilized all players on our travel team (16 players) are all involved at any given
time. Second; the defensive group of four is an excellent way for players to understand principles
of small group defending. Third; depending on the activity the rest to work ratios are excellent for
building fitness. Fourth; the area used is very close to the compactness we hope for from our team.
Fifth; the numbers are very similar to how we hope to possess the ball in a live game. Finally;
there are many variations so our players do not become bored with the activity.
The basic defensive principles of pressure, cover, and balance are utilized in these activities. The
ability to pressure the ball (1 st defenders) and force mistakes on our opponents are some constants
I want within my team. Pressure is defined as putting opponents out of their comfort zone. A
player on the other team is comfortable when they have the ability to pick their head up and think
about their next option. If a player thinks exclusively of keeping possession, shielding or playing
negatively, he will find it very difficult to play a positive ball which could put us in danger.
Defensive cover is crucial to the success of any quality team. No matter how well individual
defending is taught there will be breakdowns. Cover is the ability of secondary defenders (2 nd
defenders) to take up positions which allow them to help out if the first defender gets beat. Balance
is the concept of players (3rd defenders) not actually attempting to win the ball at any given moment
to position themselves so that they cover in case there is a breakdown of our 1 st and 2nd defenders.
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The concepts of 1st, 2nd and 3rd defenders are crucial to a team’s ability to win the ball back from
the opponents as efficiently as possible.
Compactness of a defensive group is critical to dispossessing your opponents as effortlessly as
possible. The grid size may vary depending on your players’ ability, but we usually attempt to
play in a 35 by 25 yard area. The understanding of a group of players to stay compact and make
the pressurizing distances smaller saves countless yards of running by individuals throughout the
game. Depending on the opponent’s strengths our goal is to compact the field defensively from
frontrunners to the last line of defense to roughly 25-30 yards. This allows for immediate pressure
on players when in possession.
The offensive aspect of 8v4 is a very efficient way to get players used to playing with restricted
time and space. The support angles and distances are excellent replications of game like situations.
To keep possession while looking to penetrate is the essence of the game. The ability to recognize
when to switch the ball and decision making are crucial to a team’s ability to maintain possession
for long periods of time. The confidence to possess the ball under high pressure must be trained
and players must become accustomed to playing with very little time and space. Creative attacking
soccer is what we strive for daily and the best way to build rhythm and create confidence is to
force players out of their perceived comfort zone.
What is 8v4 and why has it become such an integral part of my teams training regimen. It’s a
simple keep away game with many variations to force players to make certain tactical decisions
depending on how the activity is tweaked. The basic 8v4 is eight offensive players attempting to
keep possession for as long as possible while the four defenders try to kick it out of the grid. The
initial ball is played in by a coach with up to ten balls being played before changing the defensive
unit. The first ball into the grid is free and then the defensive unit may pressure until the ball is
out of the grid. Our statistics show that holding a single ball in play for close to 60 seconds is
excellent for an offensive group. Once all the balls have been cleared by the defensive unit(s) they
go on offense and attempt to better either the best ball time or all the balls in accumulated time. It
is extremely important to encourage pressure on the ball and look for coachable moments in the
activity. Competitiveness needs to be trained so keep score!
The question to ask is whether the 2 nd defenders are in close enough support once pressure is
applied by the 1st defender. If the attacking group can relieve pressure easily, it demonstrates that
the 2nd defenders are not in close enough support. They will need to correct their distances and
encourage being pro-active defensively. The other question to ask is whether it is easy for the
offensive group to switch the ball, cues being lack of pressure of 1 st defender and poor balance by
3rd defenders. The following is the basic 8v4 activity where the attackers just try to keep the ball
in the grid the longest.
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VARIATIONS:
Once your team has become accustomed to playing the activity there are
many variations to force them into tactical decisions.
1.

If we are playing eight balls per defensive unit (4 players) take one ball out of the activity
every time, the defensive group can steal the ball and complete two passes. This forces the
offensive group (8 players) to transition immediately.
Questions to ask:

Once the offensive group loses possession how
quickly are they able to apply pressure on the initial
4 defenders?
Do you have players that can anticipate loss of
possession and apply pressure immediately (proactive)?
Can a defensive player once they win the ball do
something constructive with it?
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2.

If we are playing eight balls per defensive unit (4 players) take one ball out of the activity
every time, the defensive group can steal the ball and pass it into an empty goal positioned
outside the grid. Usually for our level players the goals are put 25 yards outside of the grid
and the players must hit the net in the air. You can also modify it and use small goals
positioned closer depending on your player’s ability.

Questions to ask?
Are their players who can win the ball and play a ball
over distance to put the 8 players out of the game?
Which players can pressure the serve and not allow
them easy opportunities into the empty net?
3.

If we are playing eight balls per defensive unit (4 players) take one ball out of the activity
every time, the defensive group can steal the ball and pass it to a teammate who has broken
outside of the grid. This presents the ability to counter into space away from the 8
defenders and put them out of the play. We usually play where you can only play outside
of the grid on three sides to give direction to activity.
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Questions to ask?

Which players has a knack of finding space outside
the grid and relieving pressure for their teammates?
Which players sense loss of possession and
immediately track runners from the other group?

4.

Play eight balls and put a five-yard free zone at each end of the grid. Players may not stand
in the free zone (no defensive pressure) but must move there when a pass has been played
or dribble into the zone. Count the number of times that the offensive group can go back
and forth.
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Questions to ask?

Which players understand balance and prevent
penetrating balls?
Which offensive players can play penetrating passes
and conversely which players rarely seem to pass the
ball which opens up the game (a penetrating pass)?

5.

Position a goal on each end of the grid (20 yards off the grid) and have live goalkeepers
participate. Place four cones 15 yards outside the corners and put the extra four defenders
at the cones. The goalkeeper distributes the ball to the 8 attackers and counts the passes
for the attacking group, when the offensive group has completed eight passes they attack
the goalkeeper who has been counting. If the defensive group steals the ball and plays to
one of the neutral players, they attack whichever goal is closest. When the play breaks
down the other goalkeeper initiates play by throwing to the 8 attackers, play five balls and
then switch groups. Play a couple of times through and keep score.
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Questions to ask?

Can the offensive group complete eight passes and
get a quality scoring opportunity against the four
defenders?
Does the attacking group transition and kill the play
if they lose possession?

6.

Play the same activity as above but allow all players to become live, once the eight passes
have been completed or the ball has been knocked to the neutral players. The activity
becomes an 8 vs 8 until one team has scored or cleared the ball out of bounds.
Question to ask?
How is your teams shape once the play is going to
goal?
How was the players transition on both sides of the
ball.
8v4 can be a simple keep away activity or it can be tweaked to force many tactical decisions by
your players. Try it you will like it.
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Congratulations to all the Club Advanced Coaches of the Year Winners
Club
Arsenal Colorado
Broomfield SC
Colorado Rapids
Colorado Ice
Colorado Rush
Colorado Storm Castle Rock
Colorado Storm Fort Collins
Colorado Storm North
Colorado Storm South
Crestmoor/Cranmer
Denver Kickers
FC Boulder
FC Brighton
FC Greeley
Guadalajara SC
Littleton SC
New Castle SC
Northern Colorado Rush
Pride SC
Real Colorado
Real Colorado Edge
RFVSC
River Side SC
Skyline
St. Vrain FC
Trebol
United SC
Vail Valley SC
Westminster AFC
WOW FC

Girls Advanced Club
Coach of the Year
Luis Dominguez Jr.*
Nigel Hoyland & Hayli
Labadie
Rich Rosas
Gina Armel
Antonia Land
Derek Debenedictis
Murray Oliver
Clint Shade
Ryan Gearhart
Ashley Cabral
Heather Howe & Marika
Johnson
Luke Meadows
Justin Martinez
Layla Ashouri
Mitchal Lobdell
Jay Landham
Justin Stones
Jen Sandoval
Erin Crask
Juan Quintero
Jonny Burns
Mike Clayton
Jeff Waymire
Juan Orozco
Chad Sloniker
Richard Dell

Boys Advanced Club
Coach of the Year
Latham Riffle
Stuart Poole
Andrew Kummer
Sam Anderson
Felipe Soria
John Calhoon*
Brent McKim
Josh Ordonez
Kel Phillips
Bratzo Horruitiner
Joe Gillespie
Kyle Lineberger
Juan Hinojos
Eduardo Hererra
Andres Ordoñez
Tom Wilhelmi
Lee Price
Marty Lordemann
Jose Narvaez
Jack Lima
Kyle Kleeburg
Antonio Murrieta
Raul Coronado Jr.
Dan Pautler
Cainan Asbury
Clinton Percy
David Gonzalez
Braden Jones
Erwin Jno-Baptiste
*State COY

Congratulations to all the Club Developmental Coaches of the Year Winners
Club
Arsenal Colorado
Boulder County SC
Broomfield SC
Colorado Rapids
Colorado Ice
Colorado Rush
Colorado Storm Castle Rock
Colorado Storm Fort Collins
Colorado Storm North
Colorado Storm South
Crestmoor/Cranmer
Denver Kickers
FC Boulder
FC Brighton
FC Greeley
Guadalajara SC
HRSA
Littleton SC
New Castle SC
North Denver Rush

Girls Developmental
Club Coach of the Year
Tanza Martin
Lindsay Hollingsworth*
Heath Kidd
Tracey Webb
Eric Lyman
Mackenzi Morris
Tony McClarnon
Rimini Hickey
John Bills
Ryan Murphy
Corrie Lee
Michael Melancon
Keeley Stokes
Edgar Nevarez
Ana Moncada
Robert Layburn
Greg Goddard
Logan Hamilton
Tracy Teeters
Anna-Liisa Breit

Northern Colorado Rush

Roland Martinez

Parachute
Pride SC
Real Colorado
Real Colorado Edge
RFVSC
Rifle SC
Riverside SC
Skyline
St. Vrain FC
Trebol

Jeremy Tanner
Keith Blair
Rich Lloyd
Lora Ogarek
Erica Sparhawk
Bryan Vashus

Vail Valley SC
Westminster AFC
Colorado Rush

Melanie Wheeler
Mary Weiss
Kevin Sprincz & Tim
Caudill
Ben Moua
TOPSoccer COY

Boys Developmental
Club Coach of the Year
Tim Herbert
John Parrish
Chris Frank
Eric Nilius
Justin Miller
Jeff Weeder
Tulio Lopez
Victor Guillen
Trent Dimas
Scott & Tami Woodrich
Matt Koschmann
Shannon Ambrosio
Vicente Vega
Corey Adkins
Amy Estes
Joe DeStefano
Fil Meraz
Lauri Lehan
Maddi Roberts & Taylor
Kochevar
Juane Magallanes
Jason Cumby
Mimi Holt
Andre Arceneaux
John Spiess
Steven Spevere
Anthony Manerbino
Giulio D'Amore
Justin Bain
Jaime Antolin

Kon Apostolopoulos*
John LaBoon*
*State COY

Director of Coaching - Grassroots, Bill Stara
WATERING THE GRASSROOTS FOR THE SPRING

The time is now for coaches to start to plan for the upcoming spring season. Here is a list
of ideas and resources to get you ready for coming season:
1.

Set up your Parents Meeting. (For more information click on the appropriate
picture to the right.)

2.

Organize that equipment bag and medical kit. (For more information click on the
appropriate picture to the right.)

3.

Sign up for age appropriate practice sessions through Youthsoccer101. CSA has
partnered with Youthsoccer101 for the spring session. The following is included
with your registration:
Age appropriate session plans emailed to you for the upcoming week
An animation and or video comes with each session
The flexibility to select your starting date to receive sessions
Select the age group you are coaching: (4U-12U+)
*This offer is FREE to all CSA member by clicking the logo below.
For more information about Youthsoccer101 click on the picture below but to
sign up for the FREE program you must register through the link on the left.

Email: Bstara@coloradosoccer.org

Director of Coaching - Grassroots, Bill Stara
4.

Attending a coaching workshop or clinic is a great way to network with other coaches and acquire new
ideas for the upcoming season. CSA is offering a FREE coaching Clinic on March 10th at the University of
Denver. Sign up today and don’t miss out on this educational opportunity. Click here to register.

Today’s preparation is Tomorrow’s success
If you have an idea for future subject matter, please feel free to contact me at bstara@coloradosoccer.org for
future topic suggestions.

Email: Bstara@coloradosoccer.org

Coaching Education

CSA to Host National Youth Coaching Course
June 2018
Colorado Soccer Association will host a National Youth Coaching Course this summer over two
consecutive weekends, June 15-17th and June 22-24th. The National Youth Coaching Course is
designed to provide club directors, youth coaches, physical education teachers, and soccer
administrators with the knowledge to successfully structure soccer environments for children
aged 4-12. The course is offered through US Youth Soccer.
The role of the coach as a facilitator is explored; the physical, mental and the emotional needs
and capabilities of players 4-12 are explored; the lessons from developmental psychology are
explored; and the art of teaching is explored. Candidates are videotaped for analysis during live
training sessions.
“Two years ago, I attended the National Youth Coaching Course hosted by CSA and it was very
informative and rewarding experience. In fact, it was one of the best coaching courses I have
attended. It gave me confidence to work with the young players, which I feel is our most
important coaching challenge in this country”.
Mike Freitag, CSA Director of Coaching
Registration: $700 (Non-refundable deposit of $150), Space is limited to 36 candidates
Locations: Broomfield Soccer Club, 2150 W. 6th Ave Suite F, Broomfield Colorado
Prerequisites: E license or equivalent
Minimum age: 18 years old
Course Dates:

Date
June 15th Friday
June 16th Saturday
June 17th Sunday
June 22nd Friday
June 23rd Saturday
June 24th Sunday

Time
6pm-9pm
8:30am-6pm
8:30am-4pm
7pm-9pm
8:30am-6:30pm
8am-4:30pm

To register for this course electronically through GOTSOCCER “Click Here”
To register for the course outside of GOTSOCCER “Click Here”
For more information about the course “Click Here”
Questions about the course contact: Bill Stara (bstara@coloradosoccer.org)

Grassroots
US Soccer Coaching Education Department
Announces Grassroots Pathway Initiative
Eight New Grassroots Licensing Courses Will Focus on Coaching Fundamentals with
Respect to U.S. Soccer’s Player Development Initiatives
CHICAGO (Dec. 20, 2017) – U.S. Soccer has announced eight (8) new grassroots level coaching
courses to be introduced in early 2018. These courses will be focused on empowering coaches
through experiential learning and a player-centered approach. The course options will relate directly
to small-sided games and the respective age-groups outlined in the Player Development Initiatives.
The new Grassroots Licensing Courses will consist of four (4) in-person experiences and four (4)
online experiences. Prospective coaches will have the option to engage in any of these new courses
– in any sequence – after completing a free introductory module provided by U.S. Soccer.
“This new, a-la-carte approach is meant to empower grassroots coaches to access education –
relevant to their needs and specific coaching environment – immediately through these new low
barrier opportunities,” said Frank Tschan, Director of Coaching Administration.
In addition to the eight (8) new opportunities, the
D course has also been updated in accordance
with the revamped approach at the grassroots
level. “Over the last 12-months, U.S. Soccer has
worked with its members to organize, study and
pilot these new opportunities. This has been an
immense project initiated by the Federation and
its importance cannot be understated. The game
is founded at the grassroots level; these courses
will help ensure fun, enjoyable and
developmentally appropriate environments.” To
read more “Click Here”

Registration on the Digital Coaching Center
for the “Introduction to Grassroots Coaching”
is free by clicking on the button below

FIFA chief Pierluigi Collina,
Warns of referee shortage if abuse doesn't stop
•
•
•

Pierluigi Collina believes abuse towards referees is a 'worldwide problem'
The former match official wants FIFA to tackle referee abuse at grassroots level
Collina took charge of the 2002 World Cup final between Brazil and Germany
By Reuters Reporter
PUBLISHED: 06:29 EST, 23 March 2017 | UPDATED: 06:29 EST, 23 March 2017

FIFA referees committee chief Pierluigi Collina has warned there will be a global
shortage of match officials if efforts are not made to tackle abuse and violence towards
referees at grassroots level.
Collina, who was in charge of the 2002 World Cup final between Brazil and Germany,
said it is a 'real threat' when match officials face verbal and physical abuse in amateur
football.
'It's a worldwide problem that we need to consider and we need to take (action) as soon
as possible,' Collina told Sky Sports.2
Referee Pierluigi Collina has warned FIFA there could be a shortage of referees in the
future 'We have a huge number of referees working every weekend in grassroots and
amateur football. At this level there is something as a threat; it's a physical threat of

violence. 'Unfortunately, at this level, instead of paying huge respect for these unknown
heroes... they are abused verbally, physically sometimes, this is a real threat.'
Collina welcomed initiatives to improve behaviour towards the officials.
'Many national associations have launched a campaign, the FA did something like this,
also UEFA and FIFA are promoting respect, not only towards referees but football,' the
57-year-old Italian added.
'I know that it won't be easy but something has to be done. Certainly top football has to
give grassroots football the correct message.'

Manchester City players surround referee Michael Oliver as they protest against a
decision
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-4341776/FIFA-chief-warnsshortage-referees.html#ixzz538wJyC4D
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook
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